"I am sane but he is mad": Insight and illness attributions to self and others in psychosis.
We attempted to explore whether lack of insight in patients with psychosis is related to their genuine inability to recognise symptoms of mental illness as opposed to denial. We addressed this by examining participants' judgments of illness in vignettes in which they were either the protagonist or were commenting on others' behaviour. We recruited 44 first episode psychosis patients and 23 healthy controls to make judgements of specially constructed vignettes describing psychotic symptoms. Insight, Theory of Mind (ToM) and IQ was also measured. Patients' and controls' rating of vignettes overall did not differ significantly with respect to their attribution of mental illness. Patients and controls rated 2nd person vignettes similarly; patients were less likely to attribute mental illness to a character described in the 3rd person. This effect correlated with insight scores. Vignette judgments were significantly correlated with ToM performance but this was moderated by IQ. In conclusion, patients with lower insight tend to make the same attributions to others as to themselves, whilst healthy controls tend to think of mental illness as something seen in other people. There was no support for a 'denial' explanation for lack of insight in these patients.